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Figure 1.1 Study Area and Local Context (not to scale)
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1.0 introduction
Hurstville City is a Local Government Area (LGA) located approximately 15 kilometres
south of the Sydney CBD. Hurstville is a major centre and part of the St George Region of
Councils in Sydney with Hurstville City Council as the administrative centre for the LGA.

T

The Council manages, among other open space areas, Hurstville Park which was
originally part of the MacMahon estate before being dedicated as a park for the people
in 1899. Hurstville Park which is currently owned by the Department of Lands (now NSW
Government Planning), with Hurstville City Council as the trustee, is now known as the
combined Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve.

In November 2009 Hurstville City Council commissioned CLOUSTON Associates to
prepare a Plan of Management to direct the future of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve,
one of the Council’s most important open space assets.

AF

Hurstville Oval (DP919317 Lot 1) is Crown Land currently owned by the Department
of Lands (now NSW Government Planning), with Hurstville Council as the Trustee.
The adjacent parkland known as Timothy Reserve (DP9355 Lot 53) was acquired by
Hurstville Council some time later after further subdivision of the MacMahon Estate.

R

The purpose of the Plan of Management is to define site issues and to develop strategies
that will assist the future development and ongoing operation of Hurstville Oval and Timothy
Reserve. The Plan will advise Council of the existing site facilities and their condition and
from consultation with major stakeholders and the wider community aim to guide and
direct the future planning and management of the site, including any upgrading of sports
facilities that may allow for opportunity in the future to hold premier grade matches.

1.1 site location and site description

D

Site Location
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve is a 3.2 hectare park that lies immediately north west
of the Hurstville Town Centre and is bounded by the four surrounding streets of Patrick,
Dora, Timothy and Gordon Street. (see Figure 1.1)
The site is surrounded by medium density housing and generally consists of 1 - 3 storey
brick and tile Californian style bungalows and increasingly multi-storey apartment building
accommodating the growing residential population of the Hurstville area.
Hurstville is the closest railway station to the site approximately 700 metres south east
from Hurstville Town Centre and accessed via Dora Street.
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Figure 1.2 Infrastructure within Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve (not to scale)
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not to scale

Site Description
The site to which this Plan of Management refers combines Hurstville Oval, a major sports
oval with Timothy Reserve, a surrounding open parkland dedicated principally to passive
recreation and play (see Figure 1.2).

The oval and playing field

•

Art Deco style ticket entry block

•

The Dunbar Pavilion and grandstand

•

The Booth and Saunders Pavilion

•

Glass media and observation block

•

Amenities toilet block

•

Scoreboard

•

Terrace spectator seating

•

Facilities for school athletics eg. Long jump

•

Maintenance car park and storage area

•

Formal Terraced Gardens

AF

•

T

Hurtsville Oval
The facilities and infrastructure associated with Hurstville Oval include:

D

R

Major construction was carried out in the early 1900s to alter levels and create an even
playing field on which to play cricket games and matches. As part of these changes a
retaining wall was built, over one metre in height in some areas, between the oval and
reserve. A wire mesh fence was later added for security purposes which has increased
the distinct split between Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve. Gates in the wire fence
are kept locked and used by maintenance vehicles only. Public access into the sports
oval is via two entry gates located on Dora Street which are open during daylight hours
but closed for security purposes at night or when the ground staff are not in attendance.

Photo 1: A panorama view of Hurstville Oval recognised as among the best cricket grounds in Sydney
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The sports oval hosts a number of organised sports which include cricket, football, rugby
and school athletics. A cycling velodrome on the oval’s perimeter is in poor condition and
is considered unsafe for competition. In addition to ticketed games other activities within
the oval area include non-ticketed games, regular sport practice nights, school carnivals
and informal sport recreation by local residents. The oval can be hired for formal recreation
and organised sporting events from the Council’s Sport and Recreation Department.

T

The playing field is well maintained and recognised as one of the best sports grounds in
Sydney having been awarded on several occasions by the Cricket Club Association as
the best ground in Sydney.

AF

Vegetation within the sports oval consists of formal planting design of exotic species
popular at the time of construction. A significant row of Palm species mark the eastern
perimeter of the oval and are formalised with blocks of lawn terraces edged by box hedges.
Timothy Reserve
Timothy Reserve consists of:

Open grass area with informal kickabout space

•

Stands and avenues of established native trees

•

Two children’s playgrounds

•

Some bench seating

•

Pedestrian and maintenance vehicle access path

R

•

D

Timothy Reserve is located to the north of Hurstville Oval. It is a passive recreational
space with a large open grassed area and an enclosed children’s playground that is used
extensively by local residents throughout the day. The second children’s playground in
the more densely shaded eastern section of the reserve on the corner of Gordon Street
and Patrick Street is smaller and not secured by gates.
The outer perimeter of the reserve is kerbed with pedestrian access consisting of either
formal hard paving or turf with compacted earth desire lines. There is no shared pedestrian/
jogging/cycleway circuit around the site but there is an internal maintenance vehicle access
path which runs east to west along the boundary between the oval and the reserve.
The open grassed area of the reserve is occasionally used as temporary car parking space
when a major game is scheduled and a larger than normal spectator crowd expected.
Vegetation within the reserve is predominantly of native mix with small stands of established
Fig and Gum Trees. Due to lack of understorey for wildlife habitat it is considered that a
diverse native fauna population may not be present or if present may not be abundant.
Birdlife can be observed in the upper tree canopy of the number of isolated island pockets
of trees.

10
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1.2 historical context

In 1899, after many previous community deputations to the Minister for the Department
of Lands a seven acre site was bought for £1050 (£150 per acre) from Patrick MacMahon
a successful businessman who had emigrated as a young man from Cork, Ireland. The
site was proclaimed a public park and named Hurstville Park.

T

The original site was a boggy seven acre field with a one metre deep water course running
through it. It was considered barely suitable for a park and a long way from the well laid
out, level playing field and cricket pitch desired by the interested cricket lovers of Hurstville.

AF

Hurstville Park was then enclosed by a post and rail fence, native eucalypts were felled
and exotic trees were planted. Another strip of land, now known as Timothy Reserve, was
acquired by Council after further sub-division of the MacMahon Estate.

The popularity of the sport of cricket in the early 1900s, the lack of a sports oval in the area
and strong local support under the direction of Alderman Bradshaw, a keen cricketer and
Honorary Secretary of the St George Cricket Association drove the park into becoming
a sporting oval. Bradshaw regarded cricket as “not only a great game, but a character
builder, setting the guide line for a lifetime of equity and goodwill”.

R

In September 1911 Hurstville Oval was officially opened with a cricket match of a standard
close to a Test match between the St George District Cricket Club and an Australian Eleven
Team. Since it’s opening Hurstville Oval has hosted games which have included some of
Australia’s finest cricketers, with the legendary Don Bradman beginning his cricket career
here when he played as a young man for the St George District Cricket Club.

D

In 1923 the local St George District Amateur Athletic Club funded and equipped the oval
with night lighting allowing the oval to be used for evening athletics and cycling meetings
and in 1925 the Dunbar Pavilion was opened by the Major, Alderman W. Collier at the cost
of £1,450. Lou Dunbar was the caretaker and official groundsman for the oval.
From the early 1900s Rugby has been part of the successful sporting events held at
Hurstville Oval helping the oval retain its reputation as one of the major sporting venues
in Sydney.

Photo 2: Patrick and Dora MacMahon

Photo 3: Alfred Leslie Bradshaw

Photo 4: Don Bradman
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Photo 6: View looking across sports oval towards residences in Patrick Street
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R

Photo 5: View looking across cycle velodrome into Timothy Reserve: note off pitch cricket practice nets need
clear visibility between reserve and oval

Photo 7: Child play and recreation in Timothy Reserve allows expansive views across the reserve and into
Hurstville Oval
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Photo 8: The popular informal kickabout area in Timothy Reserve looking north to Timothy Street
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2.0 plan of management background and context
2.1 purpose of the plan of management

A Plan Of Management is a document, which provides clear guidelines for the management
of community land and is commissioned or prepared by a local council. Under the Local
Government Act 1993, a Plan of Management is required as a key document to govern
the use and management of sites such as Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve. Various
components of a Plan of Management can include:
The identification of the categories applying to the land.

•

The objectives and performance targets of the plan with respect to the land.

•

The means by which Council proposes to achieve the plans objectives and
performance targets.

•

The methods Council proposes to assess its performance with respect to the
plan’s objectives and performance targets.

AF

T

•

A Plan Of Management establishes directions for planning, resource management and
maintenance of community land and is intended for use by Council staff and to provide
information to the community.
Where Councils have many similar parks with consistent issues facing each of them, the
Local Government Act allows Councils to prepare Generic Plans of Management. Currently
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve are covered by a Generic Plan of Management for
Sportsgrounds, which applies to similar sites within the City of Hurstville.

R

Hurstville is currently experiencing significant growth and further population projections to
2030 suggest that increased demand for sports and passive recreation will place increased
pressure on open spaces such as Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve.

D

In satisfying the requirements of the Local Government Act 1993, this Plan Of Management
for the oval and reserve will set the direction for the future. It will provide a framework
for revitalisation and modernisation of the reserve and sports oval that reflects the parks
heritage values and significance.

Moreover, it ensures that Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve can be better utilised to meet
the needs and demands of the expanding wider community who will use and enjoy them.
The Plan Of Management includes a vision and set of objectives for Hurstville Oval
and Timothy Reserve and a number of specific strategies to ensure that this vision is
achievable. These strategies can be found in Section 4 of this document.

CLOUSTON ASSOCIATES • LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS •URBAN DESIGNERS • LANDSCAPE PLANNERS
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2.2 plan of management objectives

Council’s objectives for the Plan Of Management are to:
Address the management and use of the land and associated reserve and sports
oval infrastructure, which reflect the community’s visions and aspirations for the
site in the management and use of the land.

2.

Provide a framework for the effective and sustainable management of the land
and infrastructure in both the sports oval and reserve.

3.

Protect and enhance the significant cultural values of the land.

4.

Provide a strategy for the future maintenance, capital works and appropriate
infrastructure for the site.

AF

T

1.

2.3 statutory planning context

All land vested in a Council (except for a road or land to which the Crown Lands Act 1989
applies) must be classified as either ‘community’ or ‘operational’ land.
The purpose of the classification is to clearly identify land which should be kept for use
by the general public (community) and land that need not (operational). For example,
community land would generally comprise land such as public parks, while operational land
may include land being held as a temporary asset or investment, or land that facilitates
council in carrying out its functions (e.g. depot).

R

Classification as community land reflects the importance of the land to the community
because of its use and special features. Generally it is land intended for public use and
access.

D

The Local Government Act 1993 imposes restrictions on land classified as community
land. These restrictions are intended to preserve the qualities and value of the land.
Community Land:
•
Cannot be sold.
•

Cannot be leased, licensed or any other estate granted over the land for more
than 21 years.

•

Must have a Plan Of Management prepared for it.

Section 36 of the Act requires that:
•
All community land must have a plan of management.

14

•

The land must be categorised.

•

The plan must contain objectives for management of the land.

•

The plan must include performance targets.

•

The plan must contain a means of achieving objectives and performance
targets.

may 2010
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––

A sportsground

––

A park

––

An area of cultural significance, or

––

General community use

T

A further requirement of the LGA 1993 is that all community land must be assigned to one
or more land categorisations. A land categorisation broadly defines the management and
permissible uses of that land. Land is to be categorised as one or more of the following:
–– A natural area

2.4 Classification of hurstville oval and timothy reserve

AF

Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve are classified as Community Land under the Act
and are currently managed under the dual categories of Sportsground and Park within a
Generic Plan of Management for Sportgrounds.
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve are managed with the following core objectives:

Sportsground
•
To encourage, promote and facilitate recreational pursuits in the community
involving organised and informal sporting activities and games.
•

R

Park
•

To ensure that such activities are managed having regard to any adverse impact
on nearby residences.
To encourage, promote and facilitate recreational, cultural, social and educational
pastimes and activities.
To provide for passive recreational activities or pastimes and for the casual
playing of games.

•

To improve the land in such a way as to promote and facilitate its use to achieve
the core objectives for its management.

D

•
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Photo 9: Popular and well frequented children’s playground in Timothy Reserve
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2.5 community consultation

Community consultation plays an important role in the preparation of any Plan of
Management. Feedback from the community provides Hurstville City Council with an
understanding of issues that are important to the local community and stakeholders who
use and are familiar with the site.

––

Cricket New South Wales

––

St George Cricket District Clubs

––

Australian Football League (AFL)

T

CLOUSTON Associates was instructed by Hurstville City Council to consult with the
following sports user groups and major stakeholders:

AF

To engage the local community CLOUSTON Associates produced an A4 flyer and
feedback form (refer Appendix A: A4 Flyer & Feedback Form) which was distributed via
letterbox drop to the neighbourhood streets that immediately surround Timothy Reserve
and Hurstville Oval. The streets included in the letter box drop are bounded by Stoney
Creek Road in the north, Croydon Road in the east, Forest/Queens Road in the south and
King Georges Road in the west. Information was also made available on the Hurstville
City Council’s website and at Council offices.

R

A total of 138 feedback forms were returned to Council. The completed forms (refer
Appendix B: Feedback Form Results) provided valuable feedback about how the
community use the Timothy Reserve and Hurstville Oval and what they would like to see
included in the open spaces in the future.
The most common areas of improvement determined by the feedback form results were:
Accessibility of oval to wider community

––

Additional tree plantings in Timothy Reserve for shade

––

Increased area and more equipment in the fenced children’s playground

––

Additional shade and seating for carers in children playground

––

Exercise stations and trail

––

Additional seating in Timothy Reserve

––

Additional litter/dog bins in Timothy Reserve

––

Additional lighting in Timothy Reserve

––

Creation of Jog/Walk/Cycle circuit

––

Improved recreation for teenagers

D

––

The information gathered assisted in the Plan of Management and the final Concept
Design of the Masterplan.
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Photo 11: Increase of multiple occupancy apartments indicate a rise in the local
population

R

AF

Photo 10: Medium density housing single and double storey dwellings surround
the site

T

urban context

Photo 13: Increasing vehicle traffic will compromise safe pedestrian access to
Timothy Reserve

D

Photo 12: Rising population of Hurstville will increase demand for recreational
open space

Photo 14: Views from Gordon Street into oval are obscured by fencing and dense
planting

18
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Photo 15: Views from Patrick Street into oval are obscured by retaining wall and
fencing
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3.0 basis for management
This section of the document reviews, analyses and makes recommendations for all of
the major issues facing Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve. These issues are at the
heart of the document and will have driven the resulting strategies and inform future
recommendations.
Each issue which is discussed in this section of the document is described under the
following consistent headings:
Existing Status: Identifies current condition or status of the site.

•

Issues and Opportunities: Identifies the principal issues and opportunities that
require review.

•

Stakeholder Aspirations: Outlines the concerns, aspirations and recommendations
put forward by all stakeholders consulted during preparation of this Plan.

•

Conclusions: Summarises the above discussions and identifies potential directions.

AF

T

•

3.1 urban context

Existing Status
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve is 3.20 Ha in area and lies immediately to the north
west of the Hurstville Town and Commercial Centre. (See Figure 1.1) The surrounding
context of the site comprises:
Medium density housing of 1-3 storeys and mid height apartment blocks.

•

Minor urban roads including Patrick Street, Dora Street which intersect with
the major traffic route of Queens Road which is a continuation of Forest Road
(Route 55).

•

Hurstville Community Co-operative Hospital (Pearl Street).

•

Danebank Anglican School (Park Street).

•

City of Hurstville Council Offices (MacMahon Street) approximately 700 metres
south east.

D

R

•

Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve are well used by the community for both organised
sports and passive recreation. Timothy Reserve which is located to the north of the oval
is very popular throughout the day and evening but lacks its own identity with no formal
entry or park signage.
As discussed previously the sports oval has a long and rich history dating back to the late
1800s with principally the popularity of the game of cricket acting as a driving force for
finding a suitable site in the new township of Hurstville. Other organised sports followed
with many world famous sports personalities having lived in the area and beginning their
sporting careers at Hurstville Oval.
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SITE ANALYSIS

Population Growth
Although not targeted for the level of growth that will be experienced in other parts
of Sydney under the Metropolitan Strategy, Hurstville will experience a small amount
of population growth. Given the lack of new developable land in the Hurstville Local
Government Area, new populations will be housed predominantly in new high density
developments close to the main transport junctions.

T

Population projections for the Hurstville Local Government show an overall population
increase from 76,912 in 2006, to 83,735 in 2016 and to 93,388 in 2031.

The Hurstville City Centre Forecasting Study (SGS, 2007) assumes, in its dwelling
demand forecasts, that 80% of demand (new development) will be high density (flats,
units and apartments).

AF

Issues
An increase in the local residential population will increase demand and pressure
•
on local open space.
Additional oval and reserve users will increase the need for safe pedestrian
crossings to the park.

•

Oval and Reserve identity is unclear due to poor entrance treatment and lack
of signage.

•

Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve are two separate spaces.

•

Views into parts of Hurstville Oval are obscured from some streets and in some
instances the oval ‘turns its back’ on the surrounding urban context.

R

•

Opportunities
Continue formal and informal use of the combined oval and reserve open space
•
resource for community.
Create and enhance entrances incorporating safe pedestrian crossings for oval
and reserve users.

•

Create a new identity through signage and entrance treatments into Timothy
Reserve and Hurstville Oval.

•

Opportunity exists for Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve to become a more
integrated site and create a ‘sense of place’ within its urban context.

•

Open up views at entrances to create permeability and promote the combined
oval and reserve open space resource.

D

•

Stakeholder Aspirations
Retain and improve Hurstville Oval as the sporting venue icon it is today.
•
•

Increase usage of the sports oval.

•

Ensure any changes to the site have been conveyed to the wider community and
have their full acceptance.
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Photo 17: The Ticket Gate into Hurstville Oval closes at sunset or when unattended
by ground staff

R

AF

Photo 16: Main entry to Hurstville Oval appears visually not accessible to the wider
community

T

address, access & circulation

Photo 19: Increasing vehicle traffic may compromise safe pedestrian access to
park

D

Photo 18: The only surfaced path in Timothy Reserve is shared with maintenance
vehicles and access at the point of entry is restricted by padlocked chains

Photo 20: Goat tracks and desire lines circulate and cross Timothy Reserve
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Photo 21: Demand for parking will grow due to the increase in the local population
and the holding of more major sporting events at Hurstville Oval.
Note: Dense vegetation and wall along Dora Street obstructs view into oval
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3.2 address, access and circulation

Existing Status
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve are bounded by four minor urban roads with one
busy intersection on the corner of Elizabeth Street and Patrick Street.

AF

T

Entry Points
Formal and major entry points to the Hurstville Oval are located at the ticket entry gate
opposite Pearl Street and the maintenance vehicle entry at the intersection of Dora Street
and Gordon Street. These entries are enclosed by either a high wall or dense vegetation
that does not allow views into the oval. Two existing gateways on the western boundary
of the sports oval fence are used for vehicles access only, whilst other pedestrian gates
are permanently padlocked.

Pedestrian/Cycle Access and Circulation
Timothy Reserve has one hard surfaced road with kerb ramps which runs directly east/
west along the boundary between the oval and reserve and serves as a pedestrian/
pram/cycle pathway but access is restricted at the two entry points by padlocked chains.
Informal desire lines have been created across the grass informal kickabout area in the
reserve and along the Patrick Street boundary.

R

A small number of pedestrians use the cycle velodrome as a walking exercise circuit on
the ovals perimeter, outside organised practice sessions and games.

Due to the level difference the divided nature of the sports oval and reserve limits full
pedestrian/cycle circulation around the site. General cycle access and circulation on
formal paths is restricted to the maintenance vehicle road that traverses Timothy Reserve.

D

Vehicular Access
Vehicle access into Timothy Reserve is for maintenance vehicles only with the access
road into the reserve blocked at each end by padlocked chain links.
Vehicle Parking
Parking around the site boundary edge is currently unrestricted. Car parking space is
generally available but demand will increase as a consequence of residential population
growth and the development of new apartment blocks in the area.
Higher demand for parking space occurs when premier games are held at Hurstville Oval.
Temporary parking is allocated for players and VIP’s during premier and State games on
the grass kickabout area of Timothy Reserve.
Issues
Level changes between the oval and reserve separate the spaces making access
•
difficult between the two areas.
•

The site is bounded by four streets and lacks any formal crossing points. This
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makes access to the park for pedestrians, cyclists, carers with prams and children
a traffic and safety issue.
Local parking is currently readily available during the day and at weekends but
may become more difficult in the future due to the increase in the local residential
population and when premier games are held in the sports oval.

•

Surfaced paths in Timothy Reserve are minimal for pedestrians/cyclists with the
only paved access shared with maintenance vehicles. This has resulted in the
creation of numerous worn desire lines across the reserve.

•

There is no continuous pedestrian/cycle path circuit around the reserve.

•

There is no off road cycleway between the site and Hurstville Town Centre.

•

Street frontage is poor along Dora Street and Gordon Street due to dense planting
adjacent to fencing.

•

Poor boundary treatment along northern edge of sports oval.

AF

T

•

Opportunities
Overcome level changes to unify oval and reserve and allow easier access
•
between the oval and reserve.
Improve pedestrian crossing points.

•

Investigate temporary on site parking options for major games only.

•

Investigate ‘bus in’ sports spectators for premier and State games only.

•

Create a circuit path that links reserve and oval.

•

Investigate shared pedestrian/cycle path between the site and Hurstville Town
Centre.

•

Improve street frontages through signage and selective tree/vegetation removal
to open up views.

•

Improve boundary treatment along northern edge of sports oval and reserve with
possible changes to levels to enhance visual quality and aesthetics.

D

R

•

Stakeholder aspirations
Ensure safety of all users of internal roads and paths.
•
•

Accommodate parking for sports players and VIP’s on Timothy Reserve during
premier games.

•

Investigate bus shuttle service for off site parking during State and premier games.

•

Ensure equal access to all users.
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Photo 23: The children playground on the corner of Patrick and Gordon Street is
smaller with less play equipment and is fenced but not secured by gates

R

AF

Photo 22: The children playground for 5-10 year olds in Timothy Reserve is well
used but active play for youth is limited to a kickabout area and a basketball hoop

T

leisure & recreation

Photo 25: Running in Timothy Reserve on a circuit path created by joggers around
the sports oval is a popular pastime for members of the Hurstville community

D

Photo 24: Passive recreation include sitting and reading but seating areas are
predominately without shade in the reserve

Photo 26: The wider community use the cycle velodrome that surrounds the oval
for exercise
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Photo 27: Outside of ticketed games members of the wider community make use
of the facilities within the oval
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3.3 leisure and recreation

T

Existing Status
Hurstville Oval
Hurstville Oval regularly wins awards for excellence and is well maintained by a full time
groundsman and two permanent grounds staff. Cricket practice wickets are positioned
on the oval and nets are erected and dismantled for practice sessions. Another practice
wicket lies on the outer northern perimeter of the oval close to the reserve and adjacent
to the area set aside for school athletics. This area also includes a long jump and discus
circle. The run ups to the practice wicket that is not on the oval and the long jump are
surfaced with artificial turf.

AF

Spectator seating is located between the Booth and Saunders Pavilion and the Scoreboard
and in front of the Dunbar Pavilion. Formal lawns and gardens are used as additional
spectator viewing areas during major games.
In the early 1930s the banked cycle track which bounded the sports oval was surfaced with
bitumen and became ”the Speedway”. Currently the cycling velodrome is in poor condition.

Active Recreation
Registered sporting groups and schools regularly use Hurstville Oval for training practice
sessions, sports carnivals and organised games which include:
•
Cricket (St George District Cricket Club).
Athletics (St George District Amateur Athletic Club).

•

Cycling (St George Amateur Cycling Club).

•

Rugby League.

•

Soccer.

R

•

D

Passive Recreation
Passive recreation by the wider community can be observed within the sports oval when
practice and games are not in session and include walking and jogging, lunchtime relaxing
and some informal play and sports on the oval.
Timothy Reserve
Children’s Playground
The existing children’s playground within Timothy Reserve adjacent to Timothy Street is
well used. The play equipment is in reasonable condition (refer to photo p.16) and caters
mostly for children age five to twelve. The playground is gated and fenced, however some
fence uprights are missing.
The smaller children’s playground in the south east of the site on the corner of Patrick and
Gordon Streets appears to be less popular than the playground in Timothy Reserve. The
play equipment is in reasonable condition but lacks the variety of the Timothy Reserve
playground. The playground is detached from the rest of the park and although fenced
does not have a gate.
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Passive recreation and informal exercise is popular throughout the day and evening in
Timothy Reserve. Pastimes include informal sports games, walking, jogging and sitting
observing the activities within the sports oval. There is one basketball/netball post and
hoop provided but no hard standing. Some seating is provided in the reserve but in most
cases is in locations without shade.

T

Walking/jogging/cycling paths are limited to a shared vehicle maintenance road that
crosses the reserve and desire lines on the perimeter of the reserve.
Issues
•
The cycle velodrome on the ovals perimeter is in poor condition. It also limits other
sports options that require a larger playing area.

Passive recreation by the wider community is somewhat limited within the sports
oval, due to its apparent inaccessibility.

•

Children playground equipment and fencing/gates require safety maintenance.

•

Area for general kickabout is difficult due to sloping ground in Timothy Reserve.

•

Play for teenagers is limited to the kickabout area in Timothy Reserve and one
basketball/netball hoop.

•

Seating areas in Timothy Reserve are predominately without shade.

•

There is no walking/jogging/cycling circuit around site.

AF

•

R

Opportunities
Investigate increasing the size of the oval to accommodate other sports options.
•
Improve the visual prominence of oval for use by the wider community.

•

Ensure regular maintenance is carried out on playground equipment, fences and
landscape features associated with the playground.

•

Opportunity exists to overcome level changes and slopes in the reserve.

D

•

•

Improve teenage recreation facilities.

•

Opportunity exists for a shaded meeting place in Timothy Reserve for the wider
community and senior citizens.

•

Improve shade areas with selective tree planting.

•

Provide a continuous walking/jogging/cycling circuit around Timothy Reserve
and Hurstville Oval.

Stakeholder aspirations
Ensure the wider community continues to have access to the oval for passive
•
recreation, whilst still retaining protection of the surface of the playing field.
•

Increase size of playing area to accommodate major sporting events at State
level standards.

•

Improve passive recreation within Timothy Reserve which may include additional
recreational area in the eastern corner of the reserve.
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Photo 29: Existing terrace seating would be inadequate for premier games.
Opportunity exists to increase spectator viewing seats

R

AF

Photo 28: Level changes from Hurstville Oval to Timothy Reserve are over 1 metre
in places and distinctly split the two spaces

T

buildings, infrastructure and services

Photo 31: The cycle velodrome around the perimeter of the oval is in poor condition
and restricts opportunity for sport options that require a larger playing field

D

Photo 30: Existing cricket practice wickets on the oval are damaging the surface

Photo 32: Opportunity exists to create another pavilion to increase viewing capacity,
function rooms and future revenue
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Photo 33: Opportunity exists to improve and amalgamate amenities for both the
wider community and sporting venue participants
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3.4 buildings, infrastructure & services

T

Existing Status
Buildings & Infrastructure
The existing buildings have been constructed in different eras throughout the history of the
oval which has resulted in a diverse range of building styles. Some of the vintage buildings
do not function well due to the modern requirements of the 21st Century sporting world.
These drawbacks include limited facilities and amenities for the players in the pavilions,
restricted numbers of spectator seating in the grandstands and limited functionality for
media rooms etc.
Existing buildings or infrastructure (see Figure 1.2 p.8) within the sports oval include:
The Booth and Saunders Pavilion which includes a maintenance storage area.
The Dunbar Pavilion with grandstand spectator seating.
The Ticket/Entry Gate block which includes maintenance storage areas.
The Glass Observation media room.
The sports oval and cycle velodrome.
The Scoreboard.
Terraced spectator seating of brick and timber construction (see photo 33).
Amenities and toilet block.
Maintenance vehicle car park.

AF

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

R

Levels and Drainage
In order to create a level sports field the site was altered dramatically during construction
of the sports oval in 1910. Originally a metre deep watercourse ran through the site. The
watercourse was drained and in 1906 tenders were called for for the laying of 750 feet
(2 rows) of 18 inch earthenware pipes which was put in place prior to the construction
of the oval.

D

Today levels include a retaining wall between the reserve and oval which slopes from
ground level at the Dora Street entry to more than one metre at Patrick Street. The slope
across Timothy Reserve has created localised issues that include:
–– spaces too steep for recreational use
––

areas too steep for pathways

––

kickabout area with sloping levels inadequate for ball play

Issues
•
Existing level and orientation of oval limits new sport opportunities.
•

Amenities for sports players are no longer adequate.

•

Booth and Saunders Pavilion is no longer an adequate size for members and VIP
attendance during premier games or for use as a hired function space.

•

Existing seating is no longer adequate for expected numbers of spectators and
would be problematic for premier and State games.

•

Practice wickets on the oval are causing damage to the surface of the playing field.
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•

The retaining wall on the Patrick Street boundary with its existing cricket screens
cuts off any views into the grounds for the residents of the street.

•

It is reported that concrete cancer has been diagnosed in The Dunbar Pavilion
(see Section 3.6 Opportunities).

Opportunities
Increase the size of the playing field by re-orienting and changing levels of the
•
existing oval.
Improve and increase players amenities.

•

Additional pavilion adjacent to the Booth and Saunders Pavilion would increase
the members and VIP viewing area which will also increase revenue opportunities
eg. hiring for functions.

•

Additional seating to support the expected increased numbers of the spectator
crowd.

•

Relocate cricket practice wickets off the playing field.

•

Regrading of levels to open up views into site from the Patrick Street boundary.

•

Upgrade of historic Dunbar Pavilion.

AF

T

•

Stakeholder aspirations
•
Increase size of sports field to accommodate A Grade cricket and AFL matches.
Upgrade and increase player facilities and amenities.

•

Lower level of oval to accommodate changes to playing field.

•

Upgrade scoreboard, umpire and media room.

•

Relocate existing practice cricket wickets off the playing field.

•

Re-orient cricket wickets and side screens to accommodate increase of sports
field dimensions.

D

R

•
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Photo 35: Hurstville Oval officially opened in 1911 is a major draw card for
Hurstville City

R

AF

Photo 34: Although the Art Deco style ticket gate and wall built in 1938 obstructs views
into the oval its history and visual character are an integral part of Hurstville Oval

T

landscape character

Photo 37: A row of mature Spotted Gum (Corymbia maculata) are a visual reminder
of the sites natural past

D

Photo 36: Terrace gardens along the western boundary of the oval include a semi
circle of mature palms and box hedge

Photo 38: Opportunity exists to replace the existing link fence with an alternative
to integrate Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve and unify the site

34
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Photo 39: Views from Timothy Reserve into the oval allow panoramic views into
the oval and afford an open landscape aspect
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3.5 landscape character

Existing Status
Despite the two open spaces being adjacent to one another Timothy Reserve and Hurstville
Oval are two separate spaces. This is further reinforced by the significant level change
between the two spaces and the more that 1 metre wall that separates them.

T

Site condition
The reserve and oval are in good condition with the sports field extremely well maintained
on a daily basis. Given that there are few litter bins and no dog litter bins across the site
the appearance of the reserve may at times be more messy and less aesthetic.

AF

Views
Views from Dora and Gordon Streets into the sports oval are obscured due to dense
planting adjacent to the fence that surrounds the oval’s main entrance. Expansive views
can be experienced through the chain link fence from Timothy Reserve across the oval
to the south eastern boundary. Along the boundary of Patrick Street the pedestrian path
lies immediately adjacent to the high retaining wall giving a sense of tight spacing and
allowing no views into the oval.

Issues
•
Lack of cohesion between Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve do not unify the
site.
Views are obstructed across and into the site.

•

Lack of general litter and dog litter bins may detract from overall visual aesthetics
of Timothy Reserve.

R

•

Opportunities
•
Create a unified space through materials, street furniture and other landscape
features and by addressing the dramatic level changes.
Remove some visual obstructions to improve overall visual quality and views by
opening up vistas across the site.

•

Increase number of bins throughout site and continue to maintain and manage
site to its existing high level.

D

•

Stakeholder aspirations
Integration of Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve to maximise use of open
•
space resources.
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3.6 environment & heritage

Existing Status
Statutory Controls
Hurstville City Council is currently preparing a comprehensive Local Environmental Plan
(LEP 2011) for Hurstville City that aligns with standards set by the NSW Government.
The plan will be developed in consultation with the local community and approved by the
Minister of Planning.

AF

T

The new plan will replace the Hurstville LEP 1994 and will incorporate targets and
objectives for, among other items, the improvement of the quality of the natural and built
environment for future generations. It is anticipated that the draft for the new LEP will
be publicly exhibited in the second half of 2010 and gazetted, subject to approval of the
NSW Minister of Planning, in early 2011.
Aboriginal Heritage
Current investigations indicate there is limited information on Aboriginal heritage in the St
George area. Of the five known language groups in the Sydney area the Darug, Dharawal
and Gundungurra were known in the Hurstville area, with the Darug being the main group.
It is believed that the clan who lived in the St George area were called the Gameygal or
Kameygal (from the people of Kamay - Botany Bay). There is currently no evidence to
suggest that the site held any major significance for the Gameygal people.

R

Non-Aboriginal Heritage
The history of Hurstville Park goes back to the late 1800s when the site was purchased
for recreation from Patrick MacMahon who emigrated from County Clare, Ireland when
he was nineteen and who became a successful Sydney businessman. Non-Aboriginal
historical and significant items in Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve may include:
•
The Sports Oval.

D

•

The Dunbar Pavilion.

•

A row of four Corymbia maculata and other established eucalypt species and
native figs throughout the parkland.

•

Palm species around the perimeter of the oval.

Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve are not listed in Schedule 2 - Heritage Items of
Hurstville LEP 1994 or on the State Heritage Register but are listed on the non-statutory
National Trust Register of Australia (NSW) (ID No.8561).
Flora and Fauna
Within Hurstville Oval the existing flora is predominantly exotic with formal hedges and
terrace gardens on the south eastern boundary. Fauna inside the oval area could be
expected to consist mainly of bird and bat life as the fenced boundary around the oval
would preclude movement of ground dwelling fauna through wildlife corridors.
Timothy Reserve contains pockets of native plantings, some of which would be of a maturity
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of between forty and fifty years. These pockets of established trees are widely spaced
and lack understorey planting creating little possibility of sustainable wildlife habitat or
refuge. It is considered that wildlife would most likely be represented by arboreal wildlife
in the protected and above ground tree canopy which might include species of birds and
bats. As a further deterrent to the establishment of any wildlife the reserve is popular with
residents for exercising their dogs.

T

Issues
•
Within the sports oval historic buildings and infrastructure reflect a number of
architectural styles from different eras.

Player amenities on the ground floor of the historic Dunbar Pavilion are now
considered inadequate for todays players.

•

Significant cultural trees and vegetation are mature with some approaching
senescence.

•

Ineffectual wildlife refuge/habitat due to lack of understorey cover.

AF

•

Opportunities
•
Explore interpretation and opportunity of non-Aboriginal heritage by the use of
signage.

Explore re-use and adaptation of the ground floor of the Dunbar Pavilion as a
sporting museum.

•

Retain and replace cultural trees and vegetation with an ongoing and regular
maintenance check and replacement strategy.

R

•

•

Improve and enhance shrub understorey to increase possibility for wildlife refuge/
habitat to establish.

D

Stakeholder aspirations
•
To retain the historic significance of the sports oval if any upgrade of the oval is
undertaken.
•

To retain and conserve The Dunbar Pavilion as a historic grandstand.

•

To generate support for preservation and display of sporting memorabilia in a
sports museum which is open to the general public.
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4.0 vision and objectives
4.1 vision

Hurstville Horizons
In 2004 Hurstville City Council undertook a planning process entitled ‘Hurstville Horizons’
for the future of the city and agreed upon a community vision statement that declared:
Hurstville: A friendly, diverse and sustainable city built on an all embracing
community spirit, where we live, learn, work and play.

T

Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve lie within the LGA of Hurstville and combine a unique
blend of environments comprising a living heritage, active and passive recreation and a
sporting oval that is well above the standard average.

AF

Within these different environments the whole site provides diverse opportunities for the
people of Hurstville City, visitors to the region and sports lovers alike.
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve are a jewel within the Hurstville City crown. The
park and oval as an integrated entity will be a major drawcard for Hurstville as a State
level sports ground for local and interstate sports lovers and for the broader community
as a place of beauty and recreation. A place of diverse leisure experience ranging from
active sports to a picturesque parkland environment.

R

Hurstville Park
The original land for the site was granted in 1899 by Joseph Carruthers, the then Minister
for the Department of Lands in the Reid Government. On the 28th June 1899 the site
was proclaimed as a public park and named ‘Hurstville Park’. The re-instatement of the
name ‘Hurstville Park’ would unite the two disconnected and separate spaces and give
the whole parkland a strong sense of identity.

4.2 objectives

D

As part of the Council’s 2006 Generic Plan of Management for Sportgrounds one of the
objectives for management and use is stated as:
To encourage the use of sportsgrounds for a range of organised sporting
activities, and to encourage other compatible non-sporting, recreational and
cultural activities to take place on the sportsgrounds within the constraints
imposed by the primary use of the facilities.
A Recreation Strategy draft prepared in 2005 for the St George region, with input from the
three councils of Hurstville, Kogarah and Rockdale included a set of guiding principles
and objectives with the following goals:
–– Be consistent with achieving the stated St George region recreation vision
and principles.
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––

Support and deliver a range of leisure and recreation facilities, programs
and services that are customer focussed and based on identified community
needs within the region.

––

Monitor and respond to changes in the profile and leisure recreation needs
of the regional community.
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Involve key stakeholders in the regional leisure and recreation planning,
development and management process.

––

Seek to achieve consistency in the adoption of operational policies and
delivery of professional leisure and recreation practices.

––

Collaborate with partners to improve access to leisure and recreation
opportunities within the region.

––

Seek ‘best value’ and sustainable outcomes for the leisure and recreation
facilities, programs and services within the region.

T

––

D

R

AF

These visions and objectives will go towards ensuring the valuable asset that comprises
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve to continue providing open spaces to meet the
community needs of Hurstville City’s future requirements in both active and passive
recreation.
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5.0 concept masterplan and strategies
5.1 concept masterplan

An important part of the development of a Plan of Management is the provision of a Concept
Masterplan, which provides a graphic representation of the implemented Strategies.
The Concept Masterplan responds to information collected from Hurstville Council, major
stakeholders and community consultation.

T

The Concept Masterplan features include:
•
Increased size of sports oval and address level changes to allow other sport
options to be played. Upgrade will include relocation of cricket screens.
Increased areas and quantity of trees for shade.

•

Relocated and enlarged fenced children playground in Timothy Reserve to provide
free and structured play areas, shade and seating for parents.

•

Relocated Cricket Practice Wickets from Hurstville Oval to Timothy Reserve.

•

New flexible green space created on the Gordon Street boundary to include BBQ’s,
shelters, toddler cycle track and new exercise trail and stations.

•

New toilet block to be made available at all times to users of Timothy Reserve.

•

New pavilion created adjacent to Booth and Saunders Pavilion to increase
spectator space during premier games and providing opportunity for increased
revenue as a function centre available for hire.

•

Creation of a paved entry and forecourt into Timothy Reserve from Dora Street to
include seating and temporary parking for players during premier games.

R

AF

•

Improved ‘perceived’ access to oval for the wider community with clear signage
showing open hours of oval.

•

Increased quantity of seats in both sun and shade areas of oval and reserve.

•

Forecourt area at the rear of the Dunbar Pavilion extended for a possible cafe/
kiosk and ticketed entry into sports museum on ground floor of Dunbar Pavilion.

•

Creation of a formal entry into Timothy Reserve at the intersection of John and
Timothy Street.

•

Pedestrian crossings established at key entry points to improve pedestrian safety
and park access.

•

Upgraded main entry into Hurstville Oval with signage to denote open hours of oval.

•

Screened maintenance area behind Booth and Saunders Pavilion.

•

Upgraded and extended terraced spectator seating in oval.

•

New media room and scoreboard created to reduce footprint of multiple buildings
and improve functionality.

D

•
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5.2 strategies

To ensure that the vision and objectives are implemented a clear set of strategies that
can be readily implemented are required. Provided in the tables following are a series of
strategies that fall under the following headings:
Urban Context

•

Access and Circulation

•

Leisure and Recreation

•

Buildings, Infrastructure and Services

•

Landscape Character

•

Environmental and Cultural Heritage

AF

T

•

These strategies will form the basis of future actions that need to be implemented to ensure
that the vision and objectives can be achieved. These strategies should be considered
closely with the Masterplan and its recommendations.
Issues, constraints and opportunities outlined in Section 3.0 Basis for Management inform
the strategies to be undertaken in the improvement and upgrading of Hurstville Oval and
Timothy Reserve.

R

These strategies are based on an overall objective for each category and are prioritised
with the provision of a sound park structure, public safety and amenity, and high-perceived
improvement as the items of greatest importance.

D

Responsibilities for undertakings and specific policy are shown in broad terms only.
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5.3 urban context
OBJECTIVE

To improve and reinforce links between the oval and reserve and their surroundings and unify site

REF.
No.

STRATEGY

RELATIONSHIP TO
MASTERPLAN

T

HURSTVILLE OVAL AND TIMOTHY RESERVE

RESPONSIBILITY PRIORITY

Retain passive and active recreation within
Timothy Reserve and Hurstville Oval and
provide opportunity to unify site with one
identity

Reinstate the original name of Council
Hurstville Park to unify the whole
site. Honour the legendary cricketer
Arthur Morris by naming the oval
after him.

Stage 1

UC2

Strengthen site identity at all entry points

Establish a suite of consistent
signage throughout the site that will
identify the site as Hurstville Park.
Signage to clearly define the hours
of opening for oval access to the
wider community

Council

Stage 1

UC3

Create new paved entry and forecourt area
at southern corner of Timothy Reserve.
Provide seating and entry to possible cafe/
kiosk and sports museum to establish open
space resources for the growing residential
and sporting population

Construct paved entry and forecourt Council
area with seating and incorporate
area for overspill VIP parking. Zone to
include entry from Timothy Reserve
to toilet block, possible cafe and sport
museum

Stage 2

Improve amenities for wider community and Upgrade toilet amenities to provide Council
sport spectators
entry/exit points from both reserve
and oval to enable separation of toilet
block during ticketed games

Stage 1

Open up views at existing formal entry points Where possible carry out selective
into Hurstville Oval to create permeability
removal of vegetation and fences to
allow views into the oval

Stage 1

Council

D

UC5

R

UC4

AF

UC1
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5.4 address, access and circulation
OBJECTIVE

To clearly define spaces and ensure equitable, safe and efficient access to Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve for all users

REF.
No.

STRATEGY

RELATIONSHIP TO
MASTERPLAN

RESPONSIBILITY PRIORITY

T

ADDRESS
Improve street frontage along Dora and Selective removal of vegetation and Council
dense foliage along fence to open
Gordon Street
up views into site. Development of
an appropriate signage system to
complement and help unify site.

Stage 1

ACC2

Improve boundary treatment between Removal of fence and replacement Council
Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reserve during with alternative fence option to close
upgrade and level change of oval
off oval during ticketed games

Stage 1

ACC3

Improve or create formal entry points into Upgrade entry points into Timothy Council
Timothy Reserve to raise profile of reserve
Reserve with paved forecourt
at Dora Street entry and create
new formal entry at intersection of
Timothy and John Streets

Stage 1

ACC4

Improve formal entry points into Hurstville Oval Retain and upgrade entry at Dora Council
to improve permeability
and Gordon Street corner and the
Art Deco ticket gate on Dora Street

Stage 1

AF

ACC1

R

PEDESTRIAN/CYCLE ACCESS

Improve access and connectivity for Create a circuit path around Timothy Council
pedestrians/joggers/cyclists
Reserve and Hurstville Oval to help
unify site

Stage 1

ACC6

Improve pedestrian safety at key crossing Establish pedestrian crossings at the Council and RTA
points
key entry points

Stage 1

Improve connectivity with Hurstville City Establish an off road cycleway/ Council and RTA
Centre
shared zone on Dora Street to
Hurstville Town Centre

Stage 3

D

ACC5

ACC7

VEHICLE PARKING
ACC8

Allow temporary access for player and VIP
parking associated with premier games on
new paved forecourt and overflow to Timothy
Reserve kickabout area

ACC9

Reduce pressure for street parking during Investigate ‘park and ride’ service AFL a n d NS W Stage 3
premier games
from further afield external parking Cricket
areas

44
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Provide temporary parking on new Council
paved forecourt entry into Timothy
Reserve from Dora Street and
into turf reserve using removable
bollards

Stage 2
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5.5 leisure and recreation
OBJECTIVE

To provide for a diversity of recreation opportunities that both compliment and unite the site

REF.
No.

STRATEGY

RELATIONSHIP TO
MASTERPLAN

RESPONSIBILITY PRIORITY

TIMOTHY RESERVE
Relocate and enlarge Timothy Reserve Improve the fenced playground with Council
children playground to corner of Timothy and both informal and structured play areas,
Patrick Street
shade and seating for carers.

Stage 1

LR2

Relocate and upgrade cricket practice wickets
to Timothy Reserve to help preserve surface
of oval. Create additional off wicket storage
shed to house cricket nets

Stage 1

LR3

Increase available shaded seating and provide Replace and increase seating at
additional shade for existing seats
selected locations around the reserve
and provide natural shade with
additional tree planting

Council

Stage 2

LR4

Overcome level changes to Timothy Reserve Enhance kickabout area to create a Council
to remove height difference between reserve more level turf area for informal sport
and oval
on Timothy Reserve

Stage 1

LR5

Create additional passive recreation areas
within existing green space on western edge of
site to improve recreation space and facilities
for the wider community

New landscape area to include selective Council
planting for shaded passive recreation,
BBQ’s and associated picnic furniture,
shelters, a toddler play/bike circuit and
adult exercise stations/trail

Stage 2

Improve teenage recreation facilities

Provide basketball/netball hoops on Council
hardstand behind relocated cricket
practice wickets (see LR2) and exercise
stations/trail (see LR5)

Stage 2

LR7

Remove cycle velodrome to overcome level Improve and overcome level change Council
change and allow increase in size and re- of sports oval to allow opportunity to
orientation of oval
accommodate other sports

Stage 1

LR8

Maintain public access to the wider community Upgrade and increase picnic/lunch areas Council
for informal recreation
and improve perceived non-permeability

Stage 1

AF

Relocated cricket practice wickets will Council
provide interest and create connectivity
between the formal and informal sport
interests

R

D

LR6

T

LR1

HURSTVILLE OVAL
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5.6 buildings, infrastructure and services
OBJECTIVE

To conserve the history of the different architectural eras whilst providing increased overall amenities that unite the site

REF.
No.

STRATEGY

RELATIONSHIP TO
MASTERPLAN

RESPONSIBILITY

PRIORITY

HURTSVILLE OVAL
Retain and conserve Dunbar Pavilion and Install new space on ground
grandstand whilst adapting ground level for level for ticketed sports
a sports museum
museum

Council

Stage 2

BIS2

Investigate reported concrete cancer in the Remove concrete cancer and Council
Dunbar Pavilion
repair infrastructure. Upgrade
to investigate adaptation
for siting of possible sports
museum (see BIS1)

Stage 1

BIS3

Retain and conserve Art Deco style wall, ticket Repair and clean Art Deco
booth and entry gate
style wall and infrastructure
and removal of unsightly
signage

Council

Stage 1

BIS4

Create new pavilion adjacent to Booth and Construct new building next to Council
Saunders Pavilion to accommodate increased Booth and Saunders Pavilion
spectator numbers
to include spectator viewing
platform

Stage 2

BIS5

Provide new toilet block, media room and Construct player change Council
scoreboard to provide more functionality and rooms, media room with
reduce overall building footprint
possible cafe/kiosk as part of
the Dunbar Pavilion complex
and construct new toilet
amenities block to include
shared access with Timothy
Reserve

Stage 1

Improve maintenance area and screen from Upgrade maintenance area Council
public
behind Booth and Saunders
and new pavilion (see
BIS4) with suitable screen/
vegetation

Stage 2

D

R

AF

T

BIS1

BIS6

TIMOTHY RESERVE
BIS7

46

Investigate installation of cafe/kiosk in outdoor Construct possible cafe/kiosk Council
forecourt area of Dora Street entry into in paved courtyard behind
Timothy Reserve to reinforce community Dunbar Pavilion
connectivity

may 2010
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5.7 landscape character, heritage and environment
OBJECTIVE

To continue to strengthen the character of the site whilst improving and reinforcing links between the oval and the reserve

REF.
No.

STRATEGY

RELATIONSHIP TO
MASTERPLAN

RESPONSIBILITY

PRIORITY

T

landscape character
Investigate alternative method of closing off
oval during premier ticketed games to retain
views and allow more permeability and an
integrated feel across the whole site

Investigate alternative fence/
enclosures that can operate
during ticketed games but
allow accessibility to wider
public at other times

Council

Stage 1

LC2

Maintain and improve existing views across Remove selective vegetation Council
site to retain open vistas
and structures

Stage 1

LC3

Extend native planting and utilise species from Planting of native trees in Council
original plant community
selected areas that will not
impede views across the site

Stage 2

AF

LC1

heritage (see also BIs1, BIS2 & BIS3)

Conserve selective structures in a sympathetic Retain, conserve and adapt Council
manner that records and reflects the sites historic structures
historic past

Stage 1

H2

Maintain and replace exotic trees that reflect Retain exotic plant species Council
an historic era
within oval eg. line of Palm
species on western edge
of oval

Stage 2

Investigate framework of vegetation and Re-establish where possible Council
avenue planting original planted in Hurstville original planting design/
Park
species of Hurstville Park

Stage 2

R

H1

H3

D

environment
E1

Expand and improve passive recreation areas Open up to the wider
within Timothy Reserve
community the Gordon
Street boundary as a flexible
green space. Carry out
soft landscape treatments
to enhance the passive
parkland (see ACC5 and
LR5)

Council

Stage 2

E2

Improve and increase areas of shade with Selective areas to be planted Council
the planting of additional trees and structures o u t w i t h t r e e s . S h a d e
structures not to impinge upon
views across site

Stage 2

E3

Maintain and replace mature stands of native Formalisation of a
trees within Timothy Reserve
maintenance and
replacement program for
existing mature trees

Stage 3
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appendix a: a4 flyer and feedback form

Hurstville Oval, Dora Street, Hurstville
In 1899 Hurstville Park was first dedicated as a place of recreation for the people of Hurstville. The Park has a long history in
the realm of sport with the cricket and rugby oval being officially opened in September 1911 and has played host to some of the
country’s best cricketers, including sporting legend Sir Donald Bradman.
Hurstville City Council is now undertaking the preparation of a Plan of Management and Concept Design for Hurstville Oval
that will include Timothy Reserve. Hurstville Oval, which is seperated with a fence from Timothy Reserve, includes a grandstand,
pavilion, ticket entry block, cycle track and athletics facilities. Timothy Reserve contains an enclosed childrens playground with
play equipment and grass area for informal recreation. There is also a smaller childrens playground with play equipment on the
corner of Patrick Street and Gordon Street.
Council believe it is important for local residents and the oval/reserve users to be involved in this process and welcome your input
by completing the feedback form. These valuable comments will help inform the design process and the completion of the Draft
Plan of Management which will be placed on public exhibition for any additional comment from the community in early 2010.
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H u r s t v i l l e Spor ts Oval

Playground in Timothy Res e r ve

T h e L o u D u n b a r Pa v i l i o n

I n f o r m a l re c re a t i o n

Hurstville Oval, Dora Street, Hurstville
Feedback Form
Your Address:

1. How often do you use Hurstville Oval/Timothy Reser ve?
ever y day

once a month

between 2 and 6 times a week

less than once a month

other (please indicate)

T

2. What what do you use Hurstville Oval/Timothy Reser ve for?
informal spor t
eg: kickabout, running,
walking, cycling etc

formal spor t
eg. cricket, rugby league etc

informal recreation
eg. tai chi, picnic , reading

other (please indicate)

AF

childrens playground

3. What would you like to see improved/changed at Hurstville Oval/Timothy Reser ve and why?
Hurstville Oval:

D

R

Timothy Reser ve:

4. Do you have any other comments about Hurstville Oval and Timothy Reser ve?
Hurstville Oval:

Timothy Reser ve:

This form is available at Hurstville City Council Office, Hurstville Library and online at www.hurstville.nsw.gov.au
Please fill in and return by Monday 14th December 2009 to: Hurstville City Council
Civic Centre, City Mall
MacMahon Street
Hurstville NSW 2220

D

R

AF

T

appendix B: feedback form results

COMMUNITY FEEDBACK FORMS RESULTS
TIMOTHY RESERVE

R

Children's Playground Timothy Reserve
Larger area + more equipment
Shade
Toddler bike track circuit (somewhere in reserve)
Maintenance of equipment + fencing
Synthetic surface
Seating

D

Children's Playground Patrick Street
Improve equipment
Secure fencing + gate

28
19
14
14
13
9
8
7
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

T

AF

Reserve General
Shade trees
Seating
Toilets
Litter bins
BBQ's
Lighting
Dog bins
Covered meeting area
Replace avenue of trees removed
Unleashed dog area
Festival Days eg. Aust.Day Queen's B.Day
Flowers
Bubbler
The Dome? (1970's & 80's) return
Relocate cricket wickets to reserve
Magpie attack

14
13
6
3
2
2

3
2

Informal Sports
Exercise Trail + equipment
Jog/Walk/Cycle circuit
Basketball/Netball hoop and hardstand
Basketball Courts
Skate Park
Tennis Courts

9
6
6
3
2
1

Street Surround
Traffic control and crossings
Concrete path on Patrick Street
Weekend parking difficult
Angle parking

6
2
2
1

HURSTVILLE OVAL
23
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

D

R

AF
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Oval access difficult (signage with open hours)
Spectator shade
Soccer or AFL
Rugby Leage
Spectator seating - more
Little athletics
Flood lighting
New scoreboard
Removal of cycle velodrome
Smaller building footprint

